
[beijing] Chinese computer giant
Lenovo Group is bringing new
meaning to the word roadshow with
a massive 1,000-city tour of China’s
smaller towns, ranging from the
capitals of outlying provinces, such
as Lhasa, Tibet, to small cities such as
Sanya, in Hainan province.

Lenovo is best-known for buying
IBM Corp.’s personal-computing di-
vision for $1.74 billion in 2005 and
striving to make Lenovo a global
brand. But in China, Lenovo sees op-
portunity in the small—by Chinese
standards—cities marketers often ig-
nore. Marketers tend to focus heavi-
ly on the four mammoth cities—
Shanghai, Beijing, Guangzhou and
Shenzhen—and eight second-tier
cities, most of them capitals of pros-
perous provinces. 

“Lenovo is one of the
few to actually take Bei-
jing to the people with
this initiative. It’s more
designed to help close the
digital divide than be a
sales promotion,” said
Greg Paull, principal of
R3, Beijing, a marketing
consultancy tracking
brand performance connected to the
2008 Olympic Games in Beijing,
where Lenovo will be a global spon-
sor. “[Lenovo] views itself as a cru-
cial symbol of national pride, a truly
global Chinese company. But when I
first heard about their 1,000-city
tour, I thought it was a mistransla-
tion—it’s so many cities.” 

The average population of the
cities visited is 250,000, and “none
[is] larger than 1 million,” said Alice

Li, Lenovo’s VP-Olympic market-
ing, who orchestrated the roadshow.
“We’ve provided many young Chi-
nese with their first experience using
a PC and their first close-up view of
China’s sponsorship of the
Olympics.”

Since computers are rare in Chi-
na’s smaller cities, Lenovo’s technolo-

gy probably would be enough
to draw many rural residents.
But the roadshow’s highlight
is its Olympic theme. The full-
day events feature Olympic
sports, traditions such as the
torch relay and prizes for an-
swering Olympic trivia ques-
tions. With help from the Bei-
jing Organizing Committee

for the Olympic Games, Lenovo re-
cruited former Olympic athletes who
are local celebrities to speak and pose
for photos at each event. 

SALES SURGE
By January, with three months to go
in the yearlong roadshow, about
70% of the cities had been covered.
Sales in those cities have grown
more than 50%. And 80% of partic-
ipants said the roadshow improved

their image of the company.
Lenovo’s PC sales in China grew

25% in the third quarter of 2006, ac-
cording to the company, but they fell
9% in the U.S., where the company
has lost market share. And world-
wide share is flat at 7.3%, according
to IDC.

The small cities on the Lenovo
tour account for much of its growth
in China, despite relatively low in-
comes and price wars with rivals
such as Founder Technology Group
Corp. and Tsinghua Tongfang Co. 

Local values help. Chinese spend
a disproportionate amount of their
disposable income on education, and
computers are seen as a valuable re-
source. The roadshow promotes the
inexpensive Jiayue desktop PC, de-
signed for kids to use at home.

The events are promoted with
newspaper ads, online marketing and
storefront posters, and most attract
about 4,000 people. None of Leno-
vo’s three multinational agencies in
China—Ogilvy & Mather, Dentsu
and JWT—is directly involved.

Despite the scope of the one-year
program, the budget is just $2.6 mil-
lion, Ms. Li said.

Computer giant Lenovo
takes its PCs on the road
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Japan’s prime minister recently declared he wanted to more actively
support the exportation of Japanese musicians, anime movies and
other popular entertainment to the world. Why? Rain. That’s the
Korean singer Rain, probably the most famous and listened-to
performer in Asia this decade. He’s one of the many Korean “soft
culture” exports that have made that country the new cool. 

Of course, Hollywood has affected the world’s view of America and
introduced us to American ideas, products and brands for a hundred years.
A decade ago, some Asian governments and corporations started to figure
out the link between a culture’s popularity and dividends in hard sales. 

The role model was Japan. The popularity of manga cartoons made
Japan seem cool. But it was Korea, starting in the early ’90s, that actively
exported TV dramas, movies and music to build a bridge that would give
Korean brands more credibility. 

From Vietnam to Thailand and throughout much of Asia, Korean
soaps topped TV ratings. Their success peaked with the “Winter Sonata”
drama series, starring Bae Yong Joon, who became a phenomenal sex
symbol among middle-aged Japanese women. His visits to Tokyo drew
Beatles-like crowds hoping for autographs or just a look at their darling. 

Korean shows such as the hit “Kun” continue to find great
international success. Based on a Korean anime series, “Kun” imagines
what it would be like if Korea still had a royal family.

Rain is only the biggest star in a continuing string of huge Korean
singer/actor successes. Female singer BoA is a huge hit in Japan. The
jazz/groove crossover group Clazziquai Project started to gain a lot of
airplay in Japan after it popularized lounge
music in the club scene in Korea. Now the
group is collaborating with leading
Japanese hip-hop act M-Flo, which is
headlined by a Korean. 

Why the fuss? As Korean soft culture
took off, so did sales of everything Korean,
from brands such as Samsung and LG to that
staple food kimchi. Now that China and
India are thinking more about
creating export brands and
Japan looks to continue its
recovery, governments are
working with business to
create the next Rain.

Who will be new Rain maker?
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FIRST TIME: Many children in the towns the roadshow reaches have never used a PC

Tour of 1,000 small cities
hypes Olympics theme,
boosts sales over 50%
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OMD WON FARmore
prizes than any other
media network at
awards shows last year,
according to the third
annual Gunn Report for
Media released today
with tallies from 53
contests around the
world. 

It’s no surprise. The
Omnicom Group
network is the top winner
for the third time in a
row. This year the
agency is followed by
Starcom MediaVest,

MindShare,
Mediaedge:cia and
Universal McCann.

Unlike the separate
Gunn Report that ranks
creative agencies by
awards won, recording
the way certain TV
spots and other
campaigns tend to
sweep award shows
across the world,
winners in the media
version are more local.
No media campaign of
the year was named
because only three

campaigns won awards
at more than two
festivals.

OMD’s success came
from different work
doing well at different
awards shows. In the
U.S., OMD was the most-
awarded media agency
at the Effies. OMD Spain
was the biggest winner
at El Sol, an awards
show held in Spain for
Spanish-speaking
countries. 

At the annual
Cannes Lions festival in

France, OMD took home
two of  five gold Media
Lions—one for a live
Monopoly game for
Hasbro U.K. that used
London as the game
board and taxis as
playing pieces, and
another for “Sperm
Strike” for Beiersdorf’s
Duo condoms in
Colombia.

“Media creativity is
more local, and media-
consumption habits are
different from one
country to another,”

said Isabelle Musnik,
editor of the Gunn
Report for Media. “And
the use of media is
different. In some
countries you can
advertise everywhere
… and in some
countries it is very
restricted.” 

“I also think there
are not enough
‘international media
creativity thinkers’ in
media agencies or at
advertisers,” she said.

—LAUREL WENTZ

Global highlight:
Gunn Report for Media
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COUNTING UP THE PRIZES
Most-awarded media agencies

RANK AGENCY/HOLDING COMPANY POINTS

1 OMD/Omnicom 206

2 Starcom MediaVest/Publicis 116

3 MindShare/WPP 107

4 Mediaedge:cia/WPP 69

5 Universal McCann/Interpublic 64

*Points are given for each award, ranging from one point for a bronze to five points for a Grand Prix,

at 53 award shows.

Source: Gunn Report for Media
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